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Linguistic Diversity as an Unsolved Puzzle

Source: http://www.worldmapper.org/

Linguistic diversity is distributed very unevenly through
the world

The diversity of linguistic dynamics
i. Why are some parts of the world (e.g. New Guinea) so linguistically diverse and others so uniform?
ii. Why are the manifestations of diversity so out of step with one another
(number of languages, number of lineages, typological disparity)?
iii. Do the processes of linguistic diversification and disparification work differently in different
niches?
High diversity in number of
languages AND lineages:

High diversity in number of
languages but not lineages:

Hi lineage diversity,
low language diversity:

Papua New Guinea (#1, #2)
Indonesia (#2, #3)

Zaire (#9)
Philippines (#10)
Vanuatu (#12)
But all have small number of
lineages, none in top 25 for
lineage diversity

Colombia (#6)
Bolivia (#12)
Neither in Top 25 for
language diversity
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Our team and our project

Field group:
Nick Evans
Dineke Schokkin
Murray Garde
Ruth Singer
Marie-France Duhamel
Eri Kashima
Alex Marley
Hedvig Skirgård
Modelling group:
Mark Ellison
Simon Greenhill (MPI
Jena)

Variationist group:
Miriam Meyerhoff
(Victoria U. Wellington)

Catherine Travis

The Wellsprings team
Subsequently joined by ‘amplifiers’ doing parallel projects on other funding:
Sonja Gipper (Yurakaré; Bolivia [DFG]), Luis-Miguel Rojas-Berscia (Shawi; Peru
[ERC]); Kate Lindsey (Ende, PNG [various])

Oceanic/Samoan
advisor:
Andy Pawley
Project Officer:
Bianca Hennessy

Sites for the Wellsprings Team and Friends
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Distal and proximal factors

Distal factors 1: environmental factors

Xia Hua

Lindell Bromham

•

Environmental factors are a significant determinant of global variation in the diversity of human languages,
as they are for global variation in biodiversity à stable productive climates allow human cultures to persist
in smaller, more localized groups

•

The association between biodiversity and language diversity is likely owing to an incidental association
between language and species richness driven by shared causal factors such as climate and landscape.

•

The importance of macroevolutionary influences such as time to accumulate diversity or the rate of
language diversification are yet to be explored in detail.

Hua et al. (2019) Nature Communication, https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-019-09842-2

wave, the genetic replacement was long and complex, likely the result of a sustained
long–distance contact between Near and Remote Oceania. This provides demographic
support for a model from historical linguistics, in which the initial Austronesian
language of Vanuatu survived by being continually adopted by incoming Papuan
migrants.

Distal factors 2: mysterious histories

Two long-standing puzzles:
(a) why do Ni-Vanuatu look like Melanesians (e.g. of PNG) but speak
an Austronesian language (more closely related to Samoan etc.
(b) why is there so much more linguistic diversity in Vanuatu (c. 130
languages) than Samoa (1 language) despite them both being
settled c. 3,000 yrs ago
Recent work (Posth et al. 2018) on ancient and modern genetics
points to gradual population replacement in Vanuatu – initial
settlement by Austronesians (genetically more like Filipinos or
Samoans), followed by re-population by Papuans
But this still begs the question of how the linguistic diversity of
Vanuatu came about – different immigrant speech communities?
Or different political/ideological systems?

Maps showing
the Nägele,
migrations
the area, H.; Valentin, F.; Bedford, S.; Kami, K. W.; Shing, R.; Buckley, H.; Kinaston, R.; Walworth,
Posth, C.;
K.;inColleran,
including,
in
the
final
map,
the
migrations
al.: Language continuity despite population replacement in Remote Oceania. Nature Ecology & Evolution 2 (4) (2018)
revealed by the current study.
© Hans Sell, nach Skoglund et al. Genomic
insights into the peopling of the Southwest
Pacific. Nature 538 (7626), 19844, pp. 510
- 518 (2016)

M. et

Multiple Deeply Divergent Denisovan Ancestries in
Papuans
Distal factors 3: deep genetics
Authors
Guy S. Jacobs, Georgi Hudjashov,
A Sudoyo,
Lauri Saag, ..., Herawati
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Correspondence
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In Brief
Genome sequences from Island
Southeast Asia suggest two independent
Denisovan lineages, distinct from the
Altai Denisovan, that have contributed to
modern Papuan genomes, with one
group potentially present east of the
Wallace Line and thus capable of
crossing geographical barriers.
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Figure 1. Modern and Archaic Ancestry

A new dataset
of 161 genomes
coveringto
thehave
understudied
Recent
work shows
New Guinea
more, and more divergent,
geneticlocations
introgression
fromrims
Denisovans
than
anycomponents: blue, P
(A) Sampling
of groups. Outer
indicate modern
ancestry
Indonesia-New Guinea region
charts indicate
archaic introgression
estimates:Denisovan
green, unambiguous
Denisovan introgress
other group – could this have created the conditions for its great linguistic
diversity,
either through
arrivals
introgression consistent with either Neanderthal or Denisovan ancestry (Table S3; STAR Met
widely
different
languages,
or by
creating steep genetic disparities
which favoured the evolution of
dbringing
Introgressing
Denisovans
comprise
at least three
genetically
amount of unambiguous Denisovan introgression signal, with Papua 13.7-fold greater than W
divergent groups
structurally
very diverse languages?
(B) Principal-component analysis (PCA) of the new dataset including non-African reference
d

d

Papuans carry haplotypes from two Denisovan groups, with
one unique to Oceania

stretching from New Guinea Papuans-New Britain Baining to West Eurasians, with ISEA in
Eurasians to East Asian samples (STAR Methods S2).

Jakobs et al. (2019) Multiple deeply divergent Denisovan ancestries in Papuans Cell, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cell.2019.02.035

d

Some Denisovan introgression was recent and likely
occurred in New Guinea or Wallacea

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Indonesian Genome Diversity Project Fills a Gap in
Regional Coverage

transition
Hudjasho
events of
of Austro

Multicausality and linguistic dynamics
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Multicausal explanations with complex interactions are probably needed to answer our base questions
– see Sean Roberts’ CHIELD database
(Causal Hypotheses in Evolutionary Linguistics Database) http://chield.excd.org/
The Wellsprings project focusses primarily on proximal explanations – what is going on in speech
communities at observable moments, so as to find the ‘smoking gun’ of linguistic diversification
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Sociolinguistic fragility

Fragility of languages is well known
Of the world’s 7,000 languages, 25-50% may disappear by the end of the century.
Most are giving way to English, Indonesian, Tok Pisin, etc

But even more fragile are traditional sociolinguistic
settings
Replacement of egalitarian multilingualism with:
bilingualism between local language
and lingua franca / national language
or shift to monolingualism
It is the monolingualist ideology,
not large languages per se,
that is endangering small languages

Labov vs. Stanford:
‘Historical Paradox’ vs. Sociolinguistics of Small-scale societies

‘The task of historical linguistics is to explain
the differences between the past and the
present; but to the extent that the past was
different from the present, there is no way
of knowing how different it was.’
(Labov 1994)

‘But there is no single present – and the best
analogues to the way humans have lived for most of
their past is to be found in small-scale, multilingual
societies.
Traditional sociolinguistic ecologies are even more
fragile than the languages within them – someone
may remember a language decades after the speech
community that nourished it has been dissipated’
(cf Stanford 2009)

Labov, William. 2010. Principles of Linguistic Change. Vol. 3. Cognitive and Cultural Factors. Malden, MA: Wiley-Blackwell.
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Cultural ideologies of linguistic diversity

Linguistic ideology: direct relationship between land and language (Merlan 1981); secondary
relationships between language and particular social groupings, such as clans. Individuals derive
the right to be recognized as speakers of particular languages indirectly, through membership in
clan groups
individual

clan or other
social group

land

Language ideology in Aboriginal Australia
Merlan F. 1981. Land, language and social identity in Aboriginal Australia. Mankind 13(2):133--48

language

Warramurrungundji came out of the Arafura Sea on Croker
Island near the Cobourg Peninsula, having travelled from
Macassar in Indonesia. She headed inland, and as she went
she put different children into particular areas, decreeing
which languages should be spoken where.
Ruka kundangani, riki angbaldaharrama! Ruka nuyi nuwung
inyman! I am putting you here, this is the language you
should talk! This is your language! she would say naming a
different language for each group and moving on.

Nen and the Morehead District of Southern
New Guinea: sakr palm story whose
reenactment after 40 years neglect was
sponsored by the Wellsprings project
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A glimpse at three high-diversity regions

A. Western Arnhem Land. 11 of Australia’s 25 maximal
clades – more from Marley and Singer talks

Traditional language population range: 50 (e.g. Ilgar) to 1000 (Kunwinjku) comparable to
elsewhere in Australia but lineage and typological diversity much greater

B. Vanuatu. c. 130 languages for 280,000 people (Duhamel
talk)

Per capita, the world’s most linguistically diverse nation – three official language (English, French, Bislama) plus one
local language per 2,500 people [Map courtesy of Russell Gray & MPI-SHH Jena]

C. New Guinea: c. 1,000 languages, <1% of global land surface, <0.1% of global population

On all three major measures of diversity – number of languages, number of maximal clades
(language families), and typological diversity – New Guinea is roughly comparable to the
whole of Eurasia shrunk onto 1% of the world’s land surface [Kashima; Schokkin talks]
Acronym to remember: TNG Trans-New Guinea

Linguistic disparity in New Guinea
åHow 48 New Guinea languages fit into a global Neighbournet based on typological profiles of 95
languages (Comrie & Cysouw 2012:74). New Guinea design space mirrors world design space [Skirgård talk]
Cf MSEA (Dahl 2008) 5 maximal
clades, yet typological distances
between languages are
comparable to those between
closely related languages
elsewhere. Value range, based on
WALS features:
-

10 (Dutch vs German) vs
75 (Ju|’hoan vs Yup’ik)
- Mean: 42 (e.g. English vs Persian)
- Thai (Tai-Kadai) vs Vietnamese
(Austroasiatic) 11.4
- Thai (Tai-Kadai) vs Khmer
(Austroasiatic) 12.3
- Russian vs Polish 12.8
More up-to-date presentation from
Hedvig on Friday!

Comrie, Bernard & Michael Cysouw. 2012. Guinea through the eyes of WALS. LLM 31.1:61-94.
Dahl, Östen. 2008. An exercise in ‘a posteriori’ language sampling. Sprachtypologie und Universalienforschung 61.3:208-220.

Disparity in New Guinea: a closer look
Green: Trans New Guinea Papuan
Blue: Other Papuan
Yellow: Australian
Mauve: Austronesian
of New Guinea Area
Purple: other
Austronesian
No colour: all other
languages of world

Languages of Southern New Guinea

Papuan New Guinea Highlands: extreme
terrain but low deep diversity (all
languages are Trans-New Guinea
phylum) and low disparity

It is not isolation but contact and
multilingualism that promote
diversification

Southern PNG: high deep diversity yet
communities are in easy contact – to go from
Bimadbn village (Nen) to Dimsisi village
(speaking Idi) is just a few hours walk, but they
belong to completely different families

Disparate neighbours: Typological differences between
Nen (Morehead-Maro) and Idi (Pahoturi Rivers)
Nen

Idi

Distinct ergative in pronouns
i.e.A≠S=O:
cf 3sgERG ymam vs 3sgABS bä

Distinct accusative in pronouns
i.e.A=S≠O:
cf 3sgNOM bo vs 3sgACC obom

No inclusive/exclusive distinction

Inclusive/exclusive distinction

Pronominal syncretisms in verb conflate 3rd
with 2nd person

Pronominal syncretisms in verb conflate 3rd
with 1st person

No velar nasal

Velar nasal e.g. ŋən I

No retroflex series

Retroflex series, e.g. ŋaʈoŋ

Just one lateral

Two laterals, l vs. λ

No heterorganic nasal + stop clusters

Many heterorganic nasal + stop clusters,
e.g. anɲo when

first, before

Quantifying typological divergence: Parabank
Form-sharing across the cells of
pronoun paradigms can be used as
a proxy for typological similarity –
cell-to-cell similarity measures,
between each pair of cells in a
paradigm, can give a ‘syncretism
snapshot’ of each language
Pronoun paradigm: Latin

Pronoun paradigm: Italian

http://glottobank.org/#parabank

Pronoun paradigm: Nen

Chord Visualisation of
pronoun paradigm: Nen
(courtesy of Kyla Quinn)

So near yet so far
Neighbournet from Parabank
language sample showing similarities
in the formal organisation
(syncretism) of pronoun paradigms:
Green: Pahoturi Rivers (e.g. Idi)
Purple: Yam (e.g. Nen)
So extreme structural differences
coexist with day-to-day domestic
bilingualism

Quinn, Greenhill & Evans in prep.

7 Multilingualism as a driver of diversification

Multilingual Speech Communities
Community B

Community A

group split

lingueme mixing

lingueme fusion

Community C

Monolingual Speech Communities

group split

Lexical divergence
Northern Vanuatu – relatively shallow time-depth, strong structural
parallelisms, but levels of shared vocabulary < 10% (François 2011)

François, Alexandre. 2011. Social Ecology and Language History in the Northern Vanuatu Linkage: A Tale of Divergence and Convergence.” Journal of Historical
Linguistics 1.2: 175–246. doi:10.1075/jhl.1.2.03fra.

Lexical divergence: Mechanisms
- Conscious, e.g.
- Ken McElhanon: one Selepet-speaking community decided at a meeting to replace the
standard Selepet word for ‘no’, bia, with the word buŋe, to differentiate themselves from
other Selepet villages
- politically-based differential of lexicon, e.g. since the breakup of Yugoslavia Croatian has
replaced major ‘Army major’ with bojnik and pasoš with putovnica (both forms still found in
Serbian) (Kapovic 2011)

- Unconscious, e.g.
- avoidance of ‘doppels’ (next slide)

Ellison, Mark & Luisa Miceli. 2017. Language monitoring in bilinguals as a mechanism for rapid lexical divergence. Language 93(2). 255–287.
Kapovic, Mate. 2011. Language, ideology and politics in Croatia. Slavia Centralis IV.2:45-56.

Shared Vocabulary
DUTCH-ENGLISH
BILINGUALS Ik wil een foto neemen
I want to take a photo

AUSTRALIAN ENGLISH
MONOLINGUALS
I want to take a photo
I want to take a picture.

I want to take a picture.

Bilinguals Avoid Vocabulary Shared with Other Language
Experiment
Results

model

Individual
Model

simulate

Group
Prediction

test

Diversity
Data

High Bilingualism Speeds Vocabulary Differentiation
Ellison, Mark & Luisa Miceli. 2017. Language monitoring in bilinguals as a mechanism for rapid
lexical divergence. Language 93(2). 255–287.

Esoterogeny (Schizogenesis)
- William Thurston (1987, 1992) – Anem speakers (New Britain)
promote linguistic difference from neighbours
- Don Laycock (1982) – Uisai dialect of Buin (Bougainville Island) has
flipped masculine forms to feminine and vice versa, with respect
to other Buin dialects

Laycock, Don. 1982. Linguistic diversity in Melanesia: A tentative explanation. In R. Carle, M. Heinschke, P. Pink, et al. (eds.), Gava’:Studies in Austronesian
languages and cultures dedicated to Hans Kähler, 31–37. Berlin: Reimer.
Thurston, William R. 1987. Processes of change in the languages of north-western New Britain (Pacific Linguistics B-99). Canberra: Pacific Linguistics.
Thurston, William R. 1992. Sociolinguistic typology and other factors effecting change in north-western New Britain, Papua New Guinea. In T. Dutton (ed.), Culture
change, language change: Case studies from Melanesia, 123–139. Canberra: Pacific Linguistics.

Esoterogeny in Australia:

Markedness reversals and the /ʔ/ prefix in Dangbon/Dalabon

Sociolinguistic differentiation and the emergence of
marked /ʔ/ semantics in Dalabon
Bininj Kun-wok dialect chain
(Kunwinjku variety): /ʔ/ between pronominal prefix and verb stem marks
‘immediate aspect’ – something happening in the here and now
ŋaŋun ‘I eat’,
ŋaʔŋun ‘I am eating right now’
Expected markedness relation: the default form is ø, while the marked form
(immediate aspect) has an overt marker (ʔ)

Evans, Nicholas Bininj Gun-wok: a pan-dialectal grammar of Mayali, Kunwinjku and Kune. (2 volumes). Canberra: Pacific Linguistics.

Dalabon/Dangbon
In Dalabon/Dangbon – closely related to Bininj Gun-wok – the distribution of
forms is reversed: ʔ is used for unmarked TAM (basically all realis forms) and is
only absent in irrealis (2) and some relative clauses (not exemplified here)
1
ŋaʔŋun

‘I eat’

2
mak ŋa(ø)ŋuyi ‘I didn’t eat’
Most likely mechanism of differentiation:
original functional conditions were those found in Bininj Kunwok;
Dalabon speakers then generalised from immediate to general realis – thereby
differentiating their language from Bininj Kunwok, in a multilingual environment

Evans, Nicholas. 2019. Linguistic divergence under contact. In Michela Cennamo & Claudia Fabrizio (eds),
Selected Papers from the 22nd International Conference on Historical Linguistics, Amsterdam/Philadelphia: John Benjamins. Pp. 565-593.

8 Studying variation and change in small

multilingual / multivarietal communities

Although*everyone*is*mul2lingual,*individuals*iden2fy*with*and*are*
Language ideologies transcend language boundaries
oyal*to*only*one*language,*their*father*language”*(Jackson*1983:164)*

‘[L]inguistic differentiation in Amazonia is underpinned by broadly comparable views
irilocal*residence*–*men*and*unmarried*girls/women*iden2fy*with*the*
relating language and identity, and thus, paradoxically, has had more to do with the
ommunity*language;*married*women*are*all*from*other*language*
contact that has pertained among groups than with their isolation’. (Epps f/c)
roups.*

Stenzel*2005:8*
Epps, Patience. Forthcoming. Amazonian linguistic diversity and its sociocultural correlates. In Mily Crevels, Jean-Marie Hombert & Pieter Muysken (eds.), Language dispersal,
diversification and contact: A global perspective. Oxford: Oxford University Press. Forthcoming.
Stenzel, Kristine. 2005. Multilingualism in the Northwest Amazon, revisited. Memorias del Congreso de Idiomas Indígenas de Latinoamérica-II. University of Texas at Austin.
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Signalling norms that transcend language boundaries
Multivarietal and even multilingual speech
communities
may form a single
CULTURE
AND STRUCTURATION
31
community of practice, within which norms included socially-semioticised contrasts
TABLE 2 Geographic and social patterning of a pronoun form in some
Yolngu dialects (after Wilkinson 1991, p. 187)
Social (patrimoiety)
[Final vowel drop]
Geographical
[initial a-drop]

Yirritja moiety
(“Dhuwala varieties”)

Dhuwa moiety
(“Dhuwal varieties”)

Western

Gupapuyngu: ( a)napurru

Djamparrpuyngu:( a)napurr

Eastern

Gumatj: anapurru

Djapu: anapurr

Dhuwa moiety clans). A phonological rule truncates most final vowels in Dhuwa
clan lects, giving them a staccato effect (Morphy 1977), whereas words in Yirritja
moiety lects are predominantly vowel-final.
(6) Gup:
Djamb:

ga balanya

dhäwu-nydja

ga balanya

dhäwu-ny

limurru gu
limurru

arra-ku u
arra-ku

Sui minority of southwest China:
Sui (Tai-Kadai):
overarching
of clan lects
small villages
with localsystem
orientation

Sui minority of southwest China
small villages with local orienta

Clan-based patrilects, clan exogamy:

Means that families and villages will contain speakers of
different patrilects – e.g. a man and his children speak A, his
wife speaks B. Strong social disapproval of women giving up
their clan lect after marriage

!

Women representing 19
clans in a village of 150
people (33 households)

Dialect contact and clan exogamy

Stanford, James N. 2008. Child dialect acquisition: new perspectives on parent/peer influence. Journal of Sociolinguistics 12(5). 567–596.
Stanford, James N. 2009b. “Eating the food of our
place”: Sociolinguistic
loyalties in multidialectal
Language
Societypeople
38(3). 287–309.
• Women
representing
19 clansSuiinvillages.
a village
ofin 150

(33 households)
• Challenges of fieldwork in a linguistically complex village

Near-perfect accuracy
Sui (Tai-Kadai, Southern China): lexicon

bles

Stanford refs

Iterated exposure to different systems does not lead to
Complexity indiminished
onsets: Sui is conservative
complexitycompared to
other Tai-Kadai languages (Edmondson & Solnit)

Possible onsets: Sui is conservative compared to other Tai-Kadai
languages (Edmondson & Solnit)

Sister exchange and the multilingual household

Clan A /
Language A

Clan B /
Language B

Sister exchange, clan exogamy and the
binuclear / bilingual household in the
Morehead District

The Nébni Household in Bimadbn
(Southern New Guinea):
grandmother speaks Idi as clan language,
mother speaks Nmbo;
children speak Nen (their father’s
language;
all are (at least) trilingual

Studying sociolinguistic variation in a multilingual
community: the coconut interviews

Q (Wenembu): Nen
A (Grmbo): Nen

Run 1
Q (Fasawr): Nmbo
A (Rusien): Nmbo
Run 2
Q (Fasawr): Nmbo
A (Rusien): Nmbo

Q (Ymta): Nen
A (Thithy): Idi

Dineke Schokkin
transcribing the Idi
part of a bilingual
interview (Nen/Idi)
Bimadbn village

‘Unfortunately, most of the literature on language contact, other than code-switching and second
language acquisition/learning, has ignored individuals and focused on populations’ (Mufwene 2000)
Mufwene, Salikoko (2008). Language Evolution: Contact, Competition and Change. Continuum International Publishing Group

Can multilingual awareness drive typological divergence?
The evolution of senary (base six) numerals in Nen (Southern New Guinea

Numbers in English, Chinese and Nen:

Senary (base six) systems are unique to Southern New Guinea
One
Two
Three
Six
Seven
Nine
Ten

Ämbs
Sombes
Nambis
(ämbs) pus (6)
Ämbs pus ämbs (1x6 + 1)
Ämbs pus nambis (1x6 + 3)
Ämbs pus sombes a sombes (1 x 6 + [2+2])

Thirty-six

Prta (62)

Hundred

( )

Taromba (63)

Two hundred and sixteen
Thousand
Seven thousand seven
hundred and seventy six

Sombes prta sombes a sombes pus sombes a
sombes (2x62 + [2+2]x6 + [2+2])

( )

Sombes a sombes taromba sombes a sombes
prta sombes a sombes (4 x 63 + 4 x 62 + 4)
Weremaka (65)

Count up to first feta in Komnzo (= Nen prta ‘36’)
How culture can shape language: peculiarities of a local counting practice (yam tallying), involving
some environmental factors (yam size/shape) and some aspects of cultural habitus (2 men x 3 yams,
tallying algorithm) were the key (cultural) selectors in the emergence of a particular numeral system

David Abia (Komnzo speaker) and
Christian Döhler
Counting up to the second féta, with 2 x 6 movements (2 men each with 3), calling out ‘one, two, three’ up to
‘six’ with cheer and one féta counter removed

From yam counting numerals to general numerals
Stage 1:

senaries for yam-counting only, English numerals for other purposes
(number of children, ages, number of years, money)

Joshua (Wenembu) Minung
• Has spent a lot of time outside the community, fluent speaker of English, Tok Pisin,
(and several local languages) as well as Nen.
• Social outsider in many ways – currently trying to leave the village for Port Moresby
with his Port Moresby-born wife.
• Uses English words (here: ‘thirty six’) in the midst of fully fluent Nen for questions
about his age, dates etc.

From yam counting numerals to general numerals
Stage 2:

extension of senary system into other countables, e.g. ages, year-spans,
number of children

20141020IR5 Noisemaking toys. MTS [19.38-20.00]

Interview 2: Joshua’s father Minong Blba (c. 65).
• Traditionalist – some English (but more at ease with Motu as a lingua franca). As with
Joshua, code-mixes into English for numerals in contexts of dates, time-spans.
Note how the interviewer, Jimmy Nébni (c. 45), more clearly oriented to cultivating Nen as
a distinct and complete language, suggests a reformulation in Nen senaries, which Minong
then repeats.

From yam counting numerals to general numerals
Stage 3:

Speakers extend the use of senary numerals into other domains as part of a
consciously-promoted sense of Nen identity (especially with regard to English)

Interview 3: Goi Dibod, interviewed by Srgo Daeba
• Goi is community chairman, with a strong identity as
community leader.
• Also speaks fluent English, Nmbo and Idi but keeps them
apart and he is a vigilant cultivator of Nen vocabulary

Recap: stages in the evolution of base-six numerals
Stage 1

Word for ‘six’ is based on hand (more widely found in Southern New Guinea), thanks to
practice of holding up thumb with one hand to mean ‘one hand ; six’

Stage 2

Yam-counting ritual develops. Non-linguistic practice of two men piling yams (3 each) to
give heap of five, accompanied by call of ‘one hand; six’.

Stage 3

‘Six’ word plus considerations of symmetry give rise to pile of 36 as natural unit.

Stage 4

Embodied algorithm develops powers by involution (removing counter yam after one pile
of 36 and repetition of practice to higher levels)

Stage 5

For many languages in region these terms remain confined to
yam counting rituals.
However for young Nen traditionalists asserting their
language against English, a self-conscious deployment of the
base-six yam-counting terms to modify ages and some other
counted elements leads to their generalisation as numerals.
The clear sociolinguistic profiles behind this extension
suggest it is a constant distancing of Nen from English, a
language which has now joined the multilingual ecology of
the region.

What next?
Priorities
If we are to understand the sources of the world’s
linguistic diversity, the current world-wide push to
document ‘endangered languages’ needs to extend to the
dynamics of small-scale communities,

We know quite a lot about distal factors – environment, economic
factors, political complexity – in promoting or retarding linguistic
diversification.
Established

especially multilingual ones, since these appear to
be the wellsprings from which linguistic diversity
fountains forth

Role of multilingualism
- as driver of convergence as well as
divergence (Kune pronominal prefixes)
- expanding the ‘eme pool’

Different locus of innovation in small-scale
speech communities (greater role for older
innovators in New Guinea)

It is possible to catch significant changes in
progress through close study at individual
level (decopular topic marker in Nen and
Nmbo; extension of senaries to become
numerals in Nen – other talks this Thurs and
Fri will give other examples)

It is multilingualism and contact rather than
monolingualism and isolation that drive
diversification
A challenge is to build multi-causal theories that allow us to
integrate the many causal processes – from distal to proximal –
that combine to produce differential patterning of linguistic
diversity around the world
Hypotheses

However, these distal factors cannot in themselves
explain how differential rates and patterns of
language change occur.

We still know much less about whether these same factors
drive typological diversification (disparification).
Grammar is often thought to be ‘below the radar’ of awareness –
but in many multilingual societies there are high levels of
metalinguistic awareness even without literacy
Mysteries
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